
Count your 
cash in real time



Harness the power of real-time 
cash counting across your stores.
The intelligent cash drawer builds Tellermate counting 
technology into the drawer itself. So you have full 
visibility of all your cash – that’s coins and notes. 
Our patented continuous weighing technology means 
the system knows how much is held in the drawer at 
all times. And if there is a discrepancy or an event 
that matters to you, LiveDrawer will send you an alert.

LiveDrawer Manager makes monitoring your cash 
drawers easy. You’ll be able to see when a discrepancy 
occurs, during which transaction, and by exactly how 
much. You’ll also be alerted when change is running low 
or when a pick-up is needed. Plus, you’ll be able to 
access all data for analysis and reporting. Integrated with 
your POS, LiveDrawer can be set to alert your team of 
overs/shorts or trigger your CCTV system.

LiveDrawer eliminates loss at the point of sale and 
effectively clears the checkout cash bottleneck during 
shift change and close-out. 

Introducing the 
Intelligent Cash Drawer

LiveDrawer pilots indicate 
savings of 

35 minutes
per lane/day 

in labour time

Smart
Real-time 
reconciliation 
with POS & 
intelligent safe

Accurate
Counts your cash 
in real time – in 
the drawer itself

Efficient
Improves efficiency 
by eliminating 
manual counting

Intuitive
Exception alerts 
if incorrect change 
is given

Deterrent
Deters staff 
dishonesty and 
eliminates loss

Intelligent Cash Drawer



LiveDrawer comes with a powerful reporting 
and analysis software package.

Generates instant 
transaction data 

Deters 
fraud

Eliminates 
cash counting 

errors

Set up 
real-time 

alerts

Offers an 
always-on 
cash audit

Slashes time spent
counting cash



A revolution at the checkout

A REAL-TIME
VIEW OF

YOUR CASH

Daily tasks such as setting up a drawer, shift change, 
cash pickups, closeouts and spot audits which can take 
30 minutes a day or more can be reduced to seconds.

Intelligent Cash Drawer

Accountable
Every cashier and every 
lane accountable

LiveDrawer slots seamlessly into the 
checkout process, tracking the 
amount of cash in a drawer, and 
eliminating manual cash counts. 
LiveDrawer tracks each employee’s 
transactions so you have cashier 
and lane accountability even with 
multiple users on one point of sale. 
And lanes stay open even at shift 
changeover. And at the end of the 
shift you’ll already know the total 
so you just leave a bank in place 
for the next day or skim and go.

Visible
Total visibility of the 
till drawer and lane

With real time transaction-to-
transaction insight LiveDrawer keeps 
a running total of the cash in your 
drawer. So if there is a discrepancy, 
LiveDrawer ties the transaction to 
the user. LiveDrawer automates cash 
processes and reduces the labor 
costs of counting cash. That means 
super-fast cash reconciliation by 
real-time monitoring of cash levels 
in all tills versus expected takings. 
Integrated with your POS, 
LiveDrawer can even be set to alert 
your team of overs/shorts or trigger 
your CCTV system.

Actionable
Real-time alerts and 
longer-term analysis

Real time alerts can notify a supervisor 
to perform a pickup or replenishment 
so you need never run out of change. 
LiveDrawer spots discrepancies in 
change given or unexplained over/
unders instantly – and with real-
time alerts you’ll be the first to 
know. Bank and skim reports 
prompt the cashier to when the 
drawer is approaching its preset 
limits, along with giving a status 
review of all your tills, reducing the 
risk of cash exposure on the shop 
floor. Managers and corporate offices 
know the exact amount of cash in a 
drawer at any time, stripping out 
shrink and unnecessary costs from 
the process. 



Installing LiveDrawer will slash time on counting cash 
but the benefits can be seen by other stakeholders too.

How can LiveDrawer 
benefit my business?

The cashier

• Protects the cashier

• Ease of use 
reduces stress

• Addresses notes 
tendered disputes

 Loss Prevention

• Improves cash security 
from external threat

• Deters staff dishonesty

• Provides a time- 
stamped audit trail

Finance/Treasury

• Improve drawer-to- 
bank visibility

• Optimises coin ordering 
and cash collection

• Eliminate manual 
counting

Retail Operations

• Drives adherence 
to process

• User accountability 
by transaction

• Multiple operators 
can work from a 
single cash drawer

Your customer

• No shift change- 
over delays

• Running out of 
change eliminated

• Alerts when incorrect 
change given

IT Systems

• Simple integration with 
legacy systems /POS 
and smart safe 

• Avoids manual entry 
and count errors

• Cash and operator 
information for BI 
and analytics



LiveDrawer integration 
and deployment 

Is LiveDrawer right for your 
business?
Now you’ve seen the 
power of LiveDrawer it’s 
time to find out if your 
business is ready. The next 
step will be to schedule a 
pilot. 
And to optimise your pilot experience 
we’ll need to understand your pain 
points and objectives. So we’ll 
undertake a site survey and factor 
in your current cash store processes. 
Then we’ll work with you to 
establish the software and 
hardware requirements. 

To help your IT team Tellermate 
offer out-of-the-box solutions for 
pilot phase reporting and integration. 
Taking into account the store 
furniture and hardware, we’ll map 
out a deployment plan together, 
setting success criteria and KPIs. 
We work with retail fixture specialists 
to ensure the LiveDrawer drawer can 
slot into your existing checkout 
layouts.

And when you’re ready for 
LiveDrawer we’ll work out a rollout 
and training plan for both operators 
and back office staff. 

LiveDrawer works in 
unison with your POS, 
smartsafe and back office 
systems to provide a 
closed-loop, real-time 
view of your cash. 
Data LiveDrawer feeds to the POS 
can even be overlaid onto your 
CCTV system, producing image-
based evidence of fraud. 

A well-developed API and 
market-ready software, mean 
you can connect your POS and 
deploy LiveDrawer (and your 
chosen safe) without major 
integration coding.

The solution provides reconciliation 
data both instore, and reporting for 
head office. Predefined exceptions 
may also be highlighted or flagged 
accordingly. 

LiveDrawer software makes for a 
clean integration by handling 
communication between drawer 
and safe, and managing drawer 
input and output functionality.

POS integration can be achieved 
in-house or via approved 3rd parties. 
We’ve already integrated with a 
number of POS and back-office 
monitoring system vendors.

FIND OUT MORE AT 
WWW.TELLERMATE.COM

Intelligent Cash Drawer



We help our customers increase their 
profits by deterring fraudulent activity, 
saving time and providing real-time  
cash management information.

We free up your staff to devote more time to  
the business by automating and speeding up  
the cash count. 

But, what really sets us apart are our people. 
We care about our customers and this shows, 
through our customer service, openness, honesty 
and commitment to finding tailored solutions  
that really work for your business.

Cash Counters Cash Office Software

Intelligent 
Cash Drawer World Class Support

Around the world 
today some 

250,000
Tellermate devices are

counting cash

Cash Office

A suite of devices 
to count your cash 
drawer in 60 seconds.

The revolutionary 
new retail software 
package for tracking 
your cash.

Counts your cash in 
real time by building 
Tellermate technology 
into the drawer itself.

An experienced team, 
dedicated to supporting 
your Tellermate solution.

Is LiveDrawer right for your 
business?

Tellermate
 People you 
 can count on



A global leader in 
cash management

Tellermate is a leading provider of cash 
management solutions to the retail, grocery, 
food service and financial industries. Tellermate 
systems process over £1 billion daily in over 
20 currencies and across 30 countries. We’re 
trusted by businesses such as Burger King, 
Staples, Adidas, Barclays and HSBC.

Company HQ in the UK, is home to the technology, 
research and development, products, and 
management teams. Regional HQ offices in 
Atlanta, Paris, Heidelberg, Madrid and Tokyo 
share our commitment to saving clients’ time, 
reducing their losses and giving them valuable 
business information.

So, if you’re looking for a team of people 
that think a bit differently about cash 
management, then talk to Tellermate. 
We’re people you can count on.

www.tellermate.com

Tellermate France
+33 (0) 170 96 00 41
sales.fr@tellermate.com

Tellermate Spain
+34 916 539 472
sales.es@tellermate.com

Tellermate Japan
03-5224-6277
info.jp@tellermate.com

Tellermate North America
+1 (888) 835 7269
sales@tellermate-us.com

Tellermate UK
+44 (0) 1633 637 100
sales.uk@tellermate.com

Tellermate Germany
+49 (0) 6221-825 893
sales.de@tellermate.com


